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WSF is currently in the process of developing its 2011 fare proposal, which includes the fare changes 

that WSF is considering for implementation on Oct. 1 and some elements required by recently passed 

legislation. WSF will present a proposal to the Washington State Transportation Commission on June 29 

at a special public meeting in Seattle. 

POTENTIAL FARE PROPOSAL ELEMENTS 

General Fare Increase 

1. General Fare Increase. The 2011-13 Washington state transportation budget assumes 2.5 percent 

across-the-board fare increases in October 2011 and October 2012 to reach a fare revenue target of 

$310 million, which is a 5.6 percent increase in fare revenue as compared to the current biennium.  

The revenue target is the amount the legislature has required us to achieve through fares. 

Budget-related Fare Surcharges 

2. Capital Surcharge. The Legislature passed a bill that requires WSF to impose a 25-cent surcharge on 

each ferry ticket system-wide with revenues placed in a new account dedicated to building new 

vessels. Multi-ride products will be adjusted to reflect the appropriate per-ticket surcharge amount.  

Monthly passes will also be charged 25 cents per ticket based on the pass pricing rule of 16 tickets 

per month  

3. Fuel Surcharge. WSF is considering a system-wide, formula-based fuel surcharge during times when 

fuel costs are higher than those funded in the budget. This is part of a fuel cost mitigation strategy 

that includes better budgeting, fuel conservation, and fuel price hedging. 

Fare Structure Adjustments 

4. Vehicle-to-Passenger Fare Ratio. The 2009 Long-Range Plan identified increasing the vehicle-to-

passenger fare ratio to encourage mode shift from drive-on to walk-on. The 25-cent capital 

surcharge puts a greater burden on passengers, so a slightly higher vehicle increase is being 

considered together with a slightly lower passenger increase to achieve the revenue target.   

5. International Route Fares. Since the Sidney route serves primarily tourists and faces direct 

competition from BC Ferries and Black Ball Ferry Lines, fares on this route are set separately from 

the general fare increase. This year WSF is considering: 

a. Increasing Sidney fares by the general fare increase, or  

b. Increasing Sidney fares by a moderately higher amount (5-10 percent) to bring them 

closer to BC Ferries fares. 
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6. Vehicle Categories Under 30 Feet. Encouraging customers to travel in smaller vehicles allows us to 

fit more cars on the vessel and reduces or delays the need to build larger vessels. WSF is considering 

restructuring the current vehicle categories under 30 feet as follows:  

• Standard Motorcycles. Same as current definition. 

• Vehicles 14 Feet and Under. New category for all vehicles less than 14 feet, except standard 

motorcycles. 

• Vehicles 14-22 Feet. The adjusted standard vehicle category (currently 0-20 feet) would include 

most standard passenger vehicles and trucks used for personal travel. 

• Vehicles 22-30 Feet. The adjusted oversize vehicle category (currently 20-30 feet) would capture 

smaller commercial vehicles, recreational vehicles, and cars with trailers. 

Fares would be set in proportion to the deck space used by each vehicle. 

7. Bicycle Surcharges and Passes. Bicyclists pay a per-trip surcharge in addition to the passenger fare. 

The annual bicycle permit exempts bicyclists from the per-trip surcharge on all routes except those 

serving the San Juan Islands. WSF is considering the following changes to bicycle fares to coordinate 

with the bicycle tollbooth changes at Colman Dock: 

• Eliminate the annual bicycle permit and allow passengers paying with monthly passes, multi-ride 

cards, or ORCA ePurse to bring bicycles without charge. (In the San Juan Islands, only multi-ride 

card users could bring bicycles without charge). 

• Eliminate the bicycle surcharge altogether to encourage bicycling. 

If WSF retains a bicycle surcharge, it may be increased to adjust for inflation increases and/or 

revenue losses from eliminating the annual bicycle permit. 

8. Out-of-state Resident Surcharge. Since out-of-state residents contribute less to ferry operations 

through taxes, a surcharge would achieve a better balance between in-state and out-of-state 

customers. WSF is analyzing potential legal and operational issues. 

 


